
5-Star Consortium – Administrative Services Update from May 2011 President’s Meeting 

 

The college IT teams met in March to discuss the parameters of the project and have begun to 

co-author a “Request for Proposal.  The RFP is still being fine-tuned and, while this process has 

taken longer than originally anticipated, should be ready for release by late May or very early 

June.  The RFP will invite vendors to offer a consortium solution and to demonstrate the viability 

of their solution as part of the process. 

  

The BAC and ITC are currently working to respond to legislatively and WAC mandated 

efficiency options, many of which would impact consortium options suggested by the Five Star 

Administrative group.  Two Five Star members (Kevin McKay & Terence Hsaio) serve on this 

Efficiency Task Force.  As that work progresses, it will inform Five Star committee efforts on 

the other administrative efficiencies being considered by the consortium. 

  

Additionally, now that the ERP has a timeline, it will necessarily drive business process 

homogenization across all our campuses, since it will require we all adjust to a largely-off-the-

shelf package of applications, with little room for customization. Any movement to create 

business process efficiencies now has to be mindful of those changes coming in the very near 

future.  Our best course of action might be to work with the system on the ERP RFP and, as we 

learn more about the selected solution in coming months, make our plans accordingly. 

  

Based on the complexity of each institution’s academic software deployment, we are considering 

approaching this as two separate deployment projects. For the first phase we target 

Administrative users and the second for Academic labs and supported computers.  The 

Administrative software loads for our consortium are similar and very little exceptions.  This 

should offer us a predictable image for each of our institutions to compare experience and 

performance.   


